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KALEIDOSCOPIC AND MAYBE EVEN
MORE TRUE
A Conversation with Eric Nguyen

Eric Nguyen earned an MFA in creative
writing from McNeese State University in
Louisiana. he has been awarded fellowships
from Lambda Literary, Voices of Our Nation
Arts (VONA), and the Tin House Writers
Workshop. He is the editor in chief of
diaCRITICS. He lives in Washington,
DC. Things We Lost to the Water is first
novel.

Sarah Heying is senior fiction editor of
Yalobusha Review

SH: What a brilliant debut novel! I was in awe of how deftly you wove together the
various POVs. You give the most space to Hương and her two sons, Ben and Tuấn,
but then occasionally another character’s interiority pops in. What was your
process like for figuring out whose POV needed space, and when? And what do
you see to be the role of shared narrative to these characters’ stories?
EN: Initially, I was interested in Hương’s story, but eventually, her sons made
their way into the narrative and it became a generational story, where each
character represents a different kind of immigrant experience. The mother is
the one that actively fled a country after having built an entire life there. Tuấn
her first son has some memory of a past life, but barely. And Ben, all his
memories were formed in the US. So these three characters and their
perspectives became a way to explore those Vietnamese American experiences.
By having everyone have their say, it makes it feel kaleidoscopic and maybe
even more true. They say every story has more than one side to it, and I think
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this novel is an exercise in that.
Among the three main characters, deciding whose point of view needed space
was really about where they were in their lives and if anything in their lives
needed to be shown—say a milestone or a moment that would impact their
formation of who they are. The problem I had to solve while writing this was how
to make sure I don’t miss the other characters while writing from another’s
perspective, and for me the key was reminding myself that this was a family I
was writing about and what one person decides to do eventually affects the
others. So thinking of it as a metaphorical Jenga tower helped.
SH: The novel takes the theme of belonging—a staple of coming of age, immigrant,
and coming out narratives—and makes it so incredibly complex and infinite in what
it can tell us about how humans strive to find themselves and each other through
the messiness of life. With Ben, belonging seems both impossible and imperative,
and it seems inextricably entangled with feelings of ownership. He has to wrest his
particular story from the narratives that were handed to him—by his family, Dr.
Schreiber, literature, or otherwise. Through writing the novel, how has your own
understanding of the relationship between belonging, ownership, and storytelling
evolved?
EN: I think the idea of belonging and ownership and stories are all tied to one
another. To belong means you own part of a community’s story and you have the
right to tell it. As a queer Vietnamese American, I have always this feeling of not
belonging. Growing up, I was too American, in a way, to fit into the small
community of Vietnamese that my parents belonged to, which were mostly
Catholics, and there I was an atheist who spoke Vietnamese like a first grader.
But then, at school, I was always one of a handful of Vietnamese kids and thus
not American enough. When I discovered my queerness, which added another
layer of not quite fitting in. Given all of this, it took me a while to feel
comfortable with writing Vietnamese American or queer characters. My early
stories didn’t even have these types of people in them. But through writing this, I
think I learned that all of these identities belonged to me already, that I had the
right to tell these stories, and that, anyway, the borders of communities are not
as rigidly defined as one would think. There are many types of people in any
community and with that many stories.
SH: Related, New Orleans is a city that gives so many people such intense feelings
of ownership and pride. How do you think these threads about ownership and
belonging play out in ways particular to New Orleans (whether through the
Published by eGrove, 2021
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characters’ or your own experience)?

EN: For my characters, I feel I sense of ownership and belonging play out in their
experience of having lost a place before. I think that feeling of having lost
something as big as a country and a life makes it more easy to make that
proclamation that you belong to a place and also that it is yours because you’ve
built a life there. This is the case for Hương, who, having lost so much, I think
craves something that is hers that, hopefully, can’t be lost again. So I think for
her being proud of New Orleans comes naturally. But for Addy, or even Ben, who
grew up most of their lives in New Orleans, they wouldn’t quite understand that,
especially growing up in a place where they are quite different (as a Haitian
immigrant for Addy, as an Asian American for Ben). For Ben, especially, it
becomes a burden. I think it’s kind of that feeling of living your whole life in a
small town and wanting something else.
In my experience, the people who are from New Orleans are really prideful of
the place because it really is such a welcoming city. It feels easy to belong, to find
a place.
SH: I just love Hương so much. The way her character diligently created this
archive of intimacy felt so relatable, and I was struck by the way her process
compared to Ben’s writerly aspirations in the academic and literary spheres. Can
you speak to which aspects of these characters’ relationships to writing and
recording you relate to in your own process?
EN: I feel the way those two characters come to the act of writing is very similar
to the way I, and perhaps many other writers, come to it. At first, you just really
write for yourself—like in a diary or, for me growing up, writing short stories for
myself to entertain myself. But then you become an adult and there are
particular ways to write, to become a writer. And I think that was what led me to
get an MFA in the first place—an effort to professionalize this hobby. But I think,
in writing this novel, those two realms of writing kind of merged, the walls broke
down. To write about the Vietnamese American experience, that is to write one
that is intimately connected to my own, is to write for myself. But then to also
write it for others to understand, that’s the professional, academic, literary part
of it. Looking at the bigger picture, it feels like I finally found a way to tell others
about myself (even it’s all fiction), and this moment of having this book published
feels like I’ve come full circle.
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SALT
Carolyn Oliver
Briony could barely glimpse the three-quarters size casket (olivewood,
outrageous) beyond the ranks of drooping flags and teenagers in uniform. She
stood ramrod straight, spade at her feet, just like the other Yoricks lined up a
respectful distance from the grave. She’d been on edge for three months. Now,
behind her sunglasses, it was almost a relief to roll her eyes. All of this for a dog?
Apparently this particular dog had been the pet of the headmistress at the military
school in the valley—the uniformed mourners were her students. Must have been
a big dog, Briony reflected. Maybe a Bernese. She was calculating the amount of
water a dog like that would drink each day when the bagpipes cut in, which was
probably for the best; getting angry made the heat worse. The students began to
file out in orderly rows; at least there’d be no stragglers with this group. She could
get her crew to work quickly, maybe even arrive for tea early, give them a bit of
rest while they were still on the clock. She flicked over her mental file for this
burial—the grave leaser wanted thirty-year apple trees planted. How original.
Yoricking was a good job, really. Recession-proof, largely outdoors, kept you in
good shape, and, given the labor involved, came with an extra supply of water. The
work did have its quirks, its drawbacks. Back problems, for one. And then it was
always unpleasant to bury someone you knew, or even someone you’d heard of.
At parties, when there used to be parties, you’d have to explain that yes, you knew
Yorick was one of the bodies dug up, not the gravedigger in the play. Briony used
to make a joke about syllabic economizing, though she couldn’t remember it now.
After the dog burial came the end-of-shift tea, which always went down more like
sludge. Most of the crew went home, but Briony and two others stayed. The
cemetery had scheduled a small sunset service. Briony skimmed the file: middleaged man, wicker coffin, no plantings—a short lease on the plot. Completely
ordinary, aside from the timing. Sunset burials were a rarity, maybe twice a year;
most people preferred their dead under the dirt by noon, so that the living could
retreat to the comfort of their funeral-baked meats, their sleeping pills.
This grave was in a different quadrant from the dog’s, far from their service
Published by eGrove, 2021
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building, so after a short nap on threadbare couches, Briony and Jasper and
Phoebe picked up their ladders and tools and trudged out to finish the grave.
They’d gotten a good start the night before, but they were sweating by the time
they’d finished the hole and climbed out. Jasper and Briony broke up the old coffin
with sledgehammers, churning anything organic into the mound of earth. Phoebe
tossed inorganic material—just a few shards of metal from much older burials—
into a basket for processing later. All three of them were silent, alert, watching for
a promising glint. Nobody was supposed to be buried with jewelry or valuables,
but every once in a while they’d find a ring or a picture frame somebody had
slipped into a casket for safekeeping. Nothing this time.
They put out the rush mats, the chairs, then stood aside for the florist, who did up
the mourners’ tent with swathes of flowers. An unusual touch. Briony sent Phoebe
home, kept Jasper on duty for after the ceremony because he’d been late to the
start of shift last night. They filled small wooden spades with dirt for the next of
kin to sprinkle over the coffin. Briony spotted a flash of something too pale in the
mound of turned earth—a bit of bone. She gestured for Jasper to either break it up
or bury it deeper into the pile, out of sight. Jasper grumbled, but too softly for
Briony to make out the words. The wind picked up, drying her sweat. Tonight, as
she did after every shift, she would scrub salt from her skin.
She was brushing off her clothes when she spotted a man walking toward them.
She checked the time—too early for the service, so not a mourner. Maybe a
walker? The cemetery was popular with older people, who remembered its earlier
life as an arboretum and came to see the few century trees still standing. But
amblers didn’t wear black suits, and the only others who visited the cemetery
regularly were historians, who, in her experience, were too shy to approach the
Yoricks, getting what they needed from the markers over the graves, or the
record offices, or the security footage.
The man drew closer, definitely angling toward her. She told Jasper to re-tie the
netting over the disturbed earth so that it wouldn’t blow away. Then she strode
forward to meet the man. Once she was out of Jasper’s earshot she stopped and
made her face impassive.
“I’ve come from Senator Windward’s office,” he said, once he’d drawn up close
enough to make her uncomfortable, close enough they could be speaking in a café,
or in a theater as the lights went down. She still remembered that kind of thing
from the movies. He was handsome. Thirty-five-ish, so forty years from his time,
according to current projections. She’d still be around to put him under. When
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol33/iss1/1
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Briony didn’t reply, he continued, “The senator would like to arrange a special
burial.”
Windward. She knew the name, of course. Windwards had been ruling this state,
sometimes the country, for a lifetime, maybe a little more. White teeth, good skin,
better money. An orator or two among the ranks, but mostly they traded on good
looks and borrowed ideas. They had access to unlimited water and unlimited
influence. She despised them, and while she wasn’t alone among the Yoricks, she
wasn’t in the majority, either. They hired a few local people as estate caretakers
every year—good-paying jobs, secure—and occasionally a minor Windward
married outside the dynasties. A waitress, once.
“There’s an office for those requests,” she bit out. Damnit, if Joanne was just
letting anyone in through the gates when it was almost time for a service—or wait,
what if this guy had done something to Joanne? Like every dynasty, the
Windwards had muscle. She looked him over again. No bulk at his side or his
ankles—if he was carrying a weapon, it wasn’t a gun. He was relaxed, except he
kept moving his right foot. Nerves? Impatience?
He shook his head. “Time’s essential,” he said. “Meet me at the bench on the north
side of the war memorial, the one closest to your apartment. Nine o’clock.” She
stared harder at him, not answering, willing the puzzle to unravel. He shrugged
and strode off, veering away from the hearse arriving for the funeral. She stared
after him for a moment, and then turned to get back to work, but her gaze caught
on the ground. In the dust, Windward’s man had traced three initials—her missing
sister’s initials.
His timing was perfect; if she left now to chase him down, she’d lose her job. The
subdued funeral crept on, giving her time to think. She wouldn’t cry, wouldn’t
waste the water.
Ariadne had gone missing three months ago, just before she’d been named a
suspect in the bombing of some investor’s summer home. It was winter; nobody
was hurt. It was one of a string of these bombings, all of them paired with demands
for equal water access. Briony supported the cause in theory, but wasn’t about to
get involved in the actions herself. Now her mind raced. How were the Windwards
connected to the bombing? Who did the senator want buried, and why go through
a Yorick? It was an expensive cemetery, all organic, all manual labor, so machinery
wouldn’t disturb the sleep of the dead. Even so, Windward could afford a hundred
graves here, the best plantings. That wasn’t the issue.
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Jasper was fidgeting slightly, distracting her. They were about to sprinkle the dirt
over the coffin. What couldn’t a Windward buy? Her heart began to race. Maybe
Windward knew about the books. They—the people Ariadne worked with—had
approached Briony about hiding smuggled books in graves—not often, just when
they couldn’t be kept at a safehouse. Easy enough to bag the books, dig up the first
couple feet on a new grave without plantings, stash the books, dig them out again
after a week or two. Yoricks often worked at night, so they had the advantage of
darkness, and besides, who ever talked to a Yorick?
Briony had agreed to the plan because she knew it was Ariadne’s idea, and she was
angry enough to be reckless. Now she’d give them up, of course. The books. For
her sister, even if Ariadne wouldn’t want her to do it, even if she might never
speak to Briony again for betraying the cause.
She and Jasper filled the grave quickly. She was glad for the work, which disguised
the trembling in her hands and steadied her nerves enough for her to plan. She’d
been too reckless. She would eat at home—she would force herself to eat since
she’d be no good to Ariadne if she blacked out. She would take a dry bath. Let
Windward’s man think she was in control, held a few cards.
But it wasn’t the man who sat on the bench. It was a woman, her age difficult to
gauge. She was dressed in black, except for a blue silk scarf, a waterfall. Provoking,
but for once Briony was able to ignore how thirsty she was; she’d recognized
Senator Windward. She was reading something that she put away when Briony
sat down on the bench, as far away as possible, as if the senator were a contagious
patient. Windward smiled, amused. She didn’t verify Briony’s identity, just started
talking. “As a gesture of goodwill, you’ll find your sister on your doorstep when
you return. A bit worse for the wear, but quite alive. In return, I’d like a favor.”
Briony’s guts snaked and burned in fear, but she kept quiet.
“A story will break tomorrow, one that even I can’t kill,” the senator said.
“I’ve managed to live three years past my time—records can be so fungible, don’t
you think?—but some reporter’s found me out, and unfortunately even
Windwards must abide by the precepts. So for me it’s chocolate cake tonight and
the needle tomorrow morning. Needless to say, the uproar will be vigorous, the
contempt widespread, and some people, like your sister and her friends, might
consider vandalizing my grave, or even blowing it up, which I hear they like to do
with second homes.” She smiled at her own joke.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol33/iss1/1
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Briony struggled to catch up, still waiting for the senator to mention the smuggled
books. “What do you want from me?” she asked.
Windward pleated a corner of her scarf, worrying the silk with her fingertips.
“Despite my general pragmatism, I dislike the idea of my bones being disturbed.
My well-deserved rest. So I would like you, and your fellow Yoricks, to dig the
deepest grave you’ve ever dug. So deep nobody will be able to dig it up without
the kind of machines absolutely forbidden in your cemetery. As a further
precaution, the casket will be more than usually long, and extremely heavy. I’d like
three trees planted—cherry trees. Sentimental reasons. Don’t worry, the
cemetery will collect its usual fees, plus whatever is necessary for your extra time.
In return for this favor—the depth and the trees, you’ll never hear from my family
again. Your sister will be forgotten by the people interested in her. And you and
every Yorick on your crew will have unlimited water rights for the rest of your
time. Nontransferable, I’m afraid.”
She sat back, satisfied Briony would agree. Of course she would, but Briony wasn’t
a fool. Her lips were so dry that they cracked when she whispered that she wanted
the agreement in writing. Windward handed over the documents she’d been
reviewing when Briony first sat down. Briony, in agony over her sister,
nonetheless read every page, doing her best to make sure nothing slippery lurked
beneath the surface. Not that there was a choice. It took three tries before she
could summon enough spit for the DNA strip. Windward preferred the traditional
blood. Her finger was laced with small cuts. “A lot of loose ends to tie up,” she said,
noticing Briony’s interest.
And then it was done. Windward sauntered off into the night. Briony ran home,
her copy of the contract folded and tucked into the back of her waistband.
Ariadne lay on her building’s front step, fuzzy and bruised, but enough herself to
smile lopsidedly. Questions later. Briony put her in a bath, a real bath, called her
crew, then walked into the kitchen to make tea—she could do that now, anytime
she liked. She stared at her counter for a moment, then messaged her crew again.
She needed them to bring one more thing. She put Ariadne in her bed, rushed into
her uniform, checked the locks twice, then twice more, and went to the cemetery.
They worked through the night, through the day, peeling off in twos and threes to
complete the day’s other burials. Near the end Briony was convinced they were
close enough to the planet’s core that the heat was burning through her shoulders,
Published by eGrove, 2021
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her legs. But they would finish, they would tie the ladders together and she’d be
pulled out of this craterous hell. And she would have a small but sweet
satisfaction, as the earth rendered the senator’s majestic casket invisible: the
Yoricks had laced the topsoil, the soil that would be mounded over the senator’s
resting place, with the one thing every poor person had too much of: salt.

CAROLYN OLIVER’s writing has appeared or is forthcoming in The
Massachusetts Review, Tin House Online, Indiana Review, Cincinnati Review, 32
Poems, SmokeLong Quarterly, Terrain.org, The South Carolina Review, Necessary
Fiction, and elsewhere. A nominee for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net in
both fiction and poetry, Carolyn is the winner of the Goldstein Prize from
Michigan Quarterly Review, the Writer’s Block Prize in Poetry, and the Frank
O’Hara Prize from The Worcester Review, where she now serves as coeditor. Carolyn lives in Massachusetts with her family. Online: carolynoliver.net.
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IN ISLAND TIME
Stefan Milne
Matt chewed the woody core of a pineapple and talked about the corruption of
the body—something about how dendrites die like the branches of old trees. “The
body renews itself every seven years,” he said. “I believe with exercise and diet I
can get that down to three.” Then he did a handstand and talked about how fasting
prunes the ruined dendrites. He used the word mitochondria. He used the word
autophagy. The pineapple core—I ate the flesh—was his evening dessert. For
dinner he had half a cabbage, half a chicken. He wouldn’t eat again until the next
evening. He’d been bothering me to go spearfishing with him, so we could fend for
ourselves, live off the land and sea like the natives, he said.
Now, on the bamboo floor, he plucked about on his palms. His feet teetered but
did not fall. Blood rushed to his face, ruddied it. His lips engorged. The veins in his
temples thickened.
He said autophagy again.

We were in love, I suppose. Not anymore, yet we kept up appearances for others,
for ourselves. “You love him,” I’d mouth in the mirror, staring into my own eyes
until they abstracted, puddles disassociated from the act of seeing themselves. At
first, his hard pale body wooed me and I ran my fingers over its smooth lines like
some design breakthrough, a new iPhone or airplane. Now, we rented on Maui and
I hated him. My contempt had come on slowly, like a bath you draw hot and find
yourself in an hour later, knowing only that the air outside is a measure colder.
We’d been living in Seattle, separately. Then he said: “We both work remote. Why
don’t we do the nomad life.” So we tore off in Boeing 737s, in Airbus A320s, sitting
behind the engines and watching exhaust tremble in the air. In Oaxaca, in a little
smoke-filled building, we ate tlayuda stuffed with cheese and squash blossom.
“Auto-immune diseases are less prevalent in the developing world,” he said.
“America is too clean.” He hardly washed his hands and ate recklessly: sliced
mangos from a street dealer who worked with bare hands, tepid chicken mole
from a hotel buffet. He got fast, sour diarrhea. In Brazil, he undertook a carnivore
Published by eGrove, 2021
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diet, all pink Himalayan salt and grass-fed beef. After a week, his heart palpitated
and he twitched as he slept. Awake, I watched. A flickering left peck. The strange
jolt of a limb. All this, he figured, stretched the creatural parameters of the body,
the cells’ yearning for diversity, as if he were attempting a form of radical
microbial inclusion. In Bali, he jogged to a coworking space in the jungle and took
selfies at holy sites. In Rayong, in the throes of ketosis, he swooned for coconut
milk prices, 30 baht for a liter. I knew few things about Matt, truly, but I knew this:
he believed in coconuts.
Now we were in Wailuku indefinitely. Wild chickens wandered outside our house,
their nails clicking against the asphalt. It was winter, and heavy clouds often
crowned the mountains on either side of the island. But down here, sun ruined
cars in a matter of years, the paint peeling away in the blaze, and I felt kindred
with them, some transient thing suffering under the sky.

Matt went to bed. Unless he was out with locals, accruing authenticity, he hewed
to sun cycles. He’d wake early to code on contract for Facebook, or Lyft, or some
startup. I woke later and edited vanity manuscripts. My website said I had an MFA.
Early on, he’d tried to inoculate me with his rigor, his minimalism. His version
involved buying increasingly expensive things—believing you should delight in
your few possessions—and throwing out their cheaper, more multitude versions.
His stance made no sense to me. Nevertheless, back then, I was trying to remake
myself in his image. So I purged. Old, wilted underwear. Paperbacks with frayed
bindings. Plastic bags I’d stuffed in other plastic bags. A sweater my grandma
brought me from Mexico.
“You never wear it.”
“My grandma is dead,” I said.
“Still,” he said, “it’s acrylic.”
When he went to bed, I sat in the large house and slumped toward indulgence. I
had some tequila and smoked at a joint. I ate poke, fruit, macadamia nuts,
chocolate until my stomach swelled and ached. I chewed my ratty fingernails,
exposing a little more of the raw, fascinating flesh beneath. I watched the trees in
our backyard. Did they qualify as a grove? Either way, I mouthed their names like
an incantation: Grapefruit, kumquat, papaya, avocado, orange, lemon, lime.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol33/iss1/1
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Mornings, picking citrus, I felt like someone in a creation myth. After college, I’d
taught English in Prague, then moved to Seattle—my life a study in gradients of
gray. The Hawaiian sun suspended me in unreality.
The trees sat so low and offered such abundance that fruit dropped to the grass
and rotted. I loved those trees. Tending them, watering, picking up the fallen fruit,
even attempting to prune, was my only act of stewardship. The house’s family was
on a Christian missionary trip to Israel, arguing exhaustively, I assumed, over
Christ’s divinity. In the bedrooms here, cross-stitched bible verses adorned walls:
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. One just said: Jesus wept.
The family was also unconcerned with possessions. When Linda, from next door,
handed over a key, she told us not to bother closing windows. I messaged the
family to confirm. “Yes,” they wrote back, “keeps the place aired out.” I often went
to the store and, returning home, thrilled that the house might have been robbed
—the flat screens unbolted from the walls, the precision Italian espresso machine
hauled from the counter. In this future, I was innocent.
Outside, wind hit the trees. A halogen lamp poured light by the house, but in the
grove, shadows fell everywhere. I oozed deeper into the couch and, through the
sliding door’s screen, watched the branches’ dark sway. The white plastic doorway
framed the scene, leaves at the edges, a pocket of grass in the grove’s center, light
pooling there. My joint struggled in the ashtray. A thread of smoke rose. A
grapefruit sat in my lap like a wish. My hand had to travel. But it did, eventually,
rising heavy from the cushion and taking the fat orb. My thumbnail drove into the
skin. Oils misted. I pushed further, until I tore away the rind in chunks. When I bit a
wedge, the vesicles issued bitter lightning.
I wore only underwear and a pair of designer sunglasses I’d found in a nightstand (I
imagined the family’s things as my own—blotting water with a tampon, testing a
prescription cream on a rash, adding my height-line to a doorjamb, an inch above
Christopher 11/04/19). Through the glasses, I stared at my bare thighs.
A twig snapped.
When I looked up, someone was in the yard. Small and pudgy and dark, a boy, I
thought first, wearing only shorts and a t-shirt and a straw hat, but as he moved
through shadows, wrinkles seemed to flicker across his surfaces, and small breasts
appeared and vanished, and I reconsidered. Perhaps it was an old woman.
Published by eGrove, 2021
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Time slowed. I tried to say hello but it didn’t escape me. She—but no, it was a child,
a boy or girl—took a grapefruit, then another. The violation gripped me. I could not
eat all the fruit. But it was mine to give. Linda next door had no trees and I gladly
offered to her.
“Hey,” I said.
The body faced me, a grapefruit in each hand. I wondered if I could hear breath.
My skin bristled in waves. Then the child left. I peeled myself from the couch and
heard the fence gate creak and checked all the windows. I saw nothing but heard a
small laugh distantly. I took the sunglasses off and rubbed my eyes, hoping this
would retroactively right my vision, clear this history, but I saw the same place.
The door had framed the body precisely, a composition. As if in a gallery, I paid
deeper attention to my memory. What were the facts? A human form, the fruit
taken. The height I could be confident about. To what degree were the age and
gender and race my own projections? To what degree did I create the scene? It
seemed, with the body no longer present, a sort of religious experience.
Upstairs, Matt woke when I got in bed. He pawed at my body. We fucked as if deep
in the ocean, silent and cool and slow. He finished soon—a virility indicator, he
believed.
“There was a person in the backyard,” I said. “Stealing fruit.”
His voice, sticky with sleep: “So?”
I was silent a long time. The ceiling fan huffed above, its blades a blur. Then: “I’m
not sure why it bothered me but it did. Maybe I’ll put out a free box.”
Matt slept.

“You should come,” Matt said, standing there with his duffle bag. He was going
spearfishing with locals. We’d already had this conversation, but he brought it up
like he didn’t recall.
When we started dating, I’d tried to keep up with him, and he still imagined me as
a person who did things. He did not understand that my actions during those first
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months were a metaphor for my attraction, not a coherent self. In fact, I most
resemble a blank space, a passivity. When younger, I tried to obscure this,
assembling unambiguous personae—a goth in high school, a hemp-swaddled
activist in college. Sometimes, I felt the impulse to help people, perhaps tutor or
volunteer at a food bank. But if I did nothing, and generally I did nothing, it faded.
Sometimes just the thought was enough. Wasn’t I better than some? At least I had
capacities.
“I’ll just stay here, I think.”
“You hardly leave the couch.”
“I’m a slug. I’ve turned into a slug under the sun.”
“We’re in paradise.”
“I’m a banana slug.”
He squinted. Before he walked out he said, “Maybe you’re just in island time.”
He said this often, when I was late or inefficient. In island time, instead of on. As if
the people here were submerged in liquid, or something more viscous, an oil, a gel.
It connoted almost another era. We get lost in the past, not on it. I wondered if,
speaking this way, he was leaving me in his own future past. I could admire that.

I found a plastic crate in the garage and sprayed it off. The hose water smelled of
warm rubber: the scent tried to take me back somewhere, another life or
childhood, an Iowan pastoral in which I’d run through a sprinkler on a sun-stippled
suburban lawn, but I wouldn’t allow it: I stayed here. I taped a sheet of printer
paper to the front of the crate, a single word in blue pen, FREE, and filled the crate
with a little of everything—even a spare pineapple we’d bought from Costco. I put
it on the front porch and made sure the lamp would come on when the sun fell. I
counted the grapefruits on the tree (12). I counted the papayas (9).
That night I watched the grove again and listened for someone rustling in the fruit
box. When I woke on the couch in the middle of the night, rain poured from the
roof and slapped the patio. I smoked the rest of the joint and went back to sleep.
When I woke again, Matt sat on an exercise ball at his computer. He had earbuds
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in. He was trying to optimize some company’s employee interface, streamline
remote work in Dubai, or perhaps Mumbai. He prickled if you called such work
neo-colonial. Eventually, he left the earbuds and went to the bathroom. I went
over, picked up one, and slipped its hard white plastic into my ear.
In the tiny speaker, a baritone: “Where once their island diet kept them trim,
Hawaii’s people now suffer high rates of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease.
Today we’ll hear from Anthony Booker about the return to an ancestral diet.”
Theme music. “You’re listening to Biohacking the Islands. Here’s your local word
of the week. Humuhumunukunukuapua’a. We’ll slow it down. Humu… humu… nu…
kunu… kua… pua… a.”
I’d met Matt in a ramen restaurant on the Amazon campus. I was downtown,
depressed about my dour finances, and went to drown my feelings in broth. A
white guy with a ponytail, who over-pronounced shiitake, sold me a lukewarm
bowl for $17 and Sapporo for $8. “The restaurant is bought out,” he said. “But
most of them didn’t show, so you can stay.”
“Hibiki shots!” a ruddy bald man shouted.
“It’s too much for a shot,” someone said.
“It’s uncle Jeff’s money,” the guy slurred.
“Would you like one?” a voice said. I turned and it was Matt.
“Sure,” I said.
He had four lumps of nigiri rice in front of him on a rectangular black plate.
“You just ordered rice?”
“I ate the salmon.”
Over the night, I had four Hibikis and some bacon uni shooters on the company
tab. In the first months we dated—during which Matt bought us low-carb dinners
at every good restaurant in town—his offerings seemed purely generous. But now,
standing in an Airbnb for which he paid, I wasn’t sure Matt knew generosity. That
would speak to an interior life that I do not believe he had. He just proceeded with
the expectation that he and the world were in harmony. The world rewarded this
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Matt grew up with two parents on Mercer Island, an only child in a three-story
house, a child who had braces turn his teeth mathematically straight, who got
boneless skinless chicken breast one decade and acai berries the next, who played
lacrosse in high school, who could tell by touch that a certain denim was Japanese,
who did not hesitate over which was the salad fork and which was the dessert
fork. He went to Yale, slid coolly into a position at Microsoft, then switched to
Amazon, then, not yet thirty but deciding he needed greater autonomy, turned to
contract work.
I could not imagine what he saw in me. I clipped my toenails and let them fly to the
floor. I sucked on mango pits and left them on the cutting board until fruit files
swarmed. I was convinced the insides of my body were rotting, like produce you
lose in the back of the fridge, and assumed he could smell this.
I set the earbud down. I went outside. I checked my trees: 12 grapefruit, but only 7
papaya. I checked my fruit box. The rain had hit the paper sign, the word FREE
now abstract, a blue ink bloom. All the fruit remained.

Matt’s group bailed and he needed a spearfishing spotter. I said okay. He’d
actually bought a spear gun, a long teak thing with elaborate bands. At the beach,
as we left the car, a woman in a wetsuit was coming in. Matt said something to her
—he’d talk to anyone—and I walked down through the beach brush.
A Monday afternoon. Just some tourists trying to snorkel. I watched them flop
about. I sat on my towel and rubbed myself with sunscreen. Its zinc left chalky
streaks. I wanted to become a new person, or hoped I could be in three years, so I
embraced the smell, its threads of memory. The lake by our house, goose shit on
the hard grass. The boy I’d been enamored of. I did not then understand the many
reasons for his lacking interest. He was, for instance, rich. He laughed me off when
I asked him to sunscreen the spot on my back. I remember that laugh, full and
clear. I remember the feeling of my shoulder straining in the socket as I reached
for my own skin.
Eventually Matt carried over his enormous duffle. As I rubbed sunscreen into my
stomach, he started pulling on a wetsuit and snorkel. He even had thick gloves, a
weighted belt, a knife, a buoy.
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“Can you go out on that cropping of rocks and check that I come up every once in a
while? There are other divers out, so I think I’ll be fine, but better safe than sorry.”
I nodded and opened a bottle of kombucha. I did not like it but I was being good.
He trudged into the surf and slipped on his fins and swam off. I stared at the sea. I
know I was supposed to feel pensive—the cerulean water, the perfectly tan sand. I
was expected to have an epiphany. The waves sloshed in, and they did calm me,
but that seemed a cliché.

My eyes were closed, my skin hot. Matt’s voice called out in pinched glee, but the
wind took the words. On my towel, I propped myself onto my elbows. He walked
up the beach, grinning terribly, sand sticking to his feet. Impaled on his spear: a
large dark fish. He got close enough I could see a little blood. The fish looked
prehistoric, covered in tiny neon blue dots, its mouth stupidly agape.
“I got one!”
“Can you take those? It looks like the ones in a doctor’s office tank?”
“They’re invasive. You’re supposed to get them.” He dropped most of his gear in
the sand. Then he just stood there, dripping, still holding the spear. “Were you
asleep? I didn’t see you when I came up.”
“I must have blended with the rocks.”
I assume he knew I was lying since I often assumed he was lying. But he did not
stop smiling. He had too much momentum for that. Any offense was already in his
past, and no harm had come of it.
“Well, I’m just happy I got one,” he said. His happiness seemed pure. I liked to be
near it. I had a sense, sudden and acute, of why I thought I loved him once.
“Would you take a picture?” he said.
I went searching for my phone, found it half-buried in the sand.
“Mine has a better camera,” he said. He nodded toward his duffle bag. I pulled it
out and took a few pictures of him with the dead thing.
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A small bite and I stopped. Matt had grilled the fish whole. He peeled the
blackened skin and white flesh from the bones with his fingers. He must have
spent a grand on gear, but he was indulging some ancestral narrative. “This is how
it should be,” he said between bites. “The body goes days without food, just some
foraged leaves or fruit. Then the hunt is successful and you feast.”
“Have you not eaten in days?”
“Hardly.”
He poured a third tequila and filled my glass too. I wanted Spam musubi—wanted
to open its warm cellophane with anticipation, like the robes of a new lover. I
slicked it with kewpie mayo, which moistened the rice and kept the nori from
sticking to my mouth.
I took another bite of the avocado, carrot, and orange salad. The macadamias
crunched like gravel. He scooped up a second helping. I was convinced he did not
taste the things he ate, sucking them past his tongue in nutrient greed. Why was
his hunger so repulsive?
“The oranges have sugar,” I said.
“I’m feasting today.”
I nodded.
“I’m going for a walk.”
I circled the block, smoking a joint. I went to the porch and accumulated on a
wicker couch, in the halogen light. I looked at the box of free fruit, still full. I could
smell its overripeness, the edge of alcohol. I pressed on a mango’s bruise and my
finger went in. I wiped the brown goo on the couch cushion. I checked my phone
and saw that Matt had posted the fish picture: Success! #islandlife #paradise
#huntergatherer

Waking, I heard him through the open window: He was on the toilet, the door ajar,
and his shit slapped the water, liquid on liquid. Then the retching. A breeze came
and cooled me. I went back to sleep. When I got up that morning, I found him in
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bed beneath blankets. I shook him awake.
“What’s wrong with you?”
“I’m dying,” he said. He smelled like vomit and sweat.
At the hospital, they told us he had ciguatera, a form of food poisoning from Roi,
an invasive reef fish. “Like a king,” the doctor said. I didn’t know what she meant.
She had a unibrow and a blank, piercing stare, like a piece of broken porcelain. She
told me this because she was not sure Matt would remember.
“Most people recover in a few weeks. Sometimes they die. But mostly not,” she
said. “Sometimes the neurological symptoms are chronic….”
“But mostly not,” I said.
She nodded. Matt groaned. When she rolled her eyes, I loved her. I wanted to pull
the scrunchie from her ponytail. I imagined us silently sitting together on a couch.
In the next few days, a deep lethargy and body aches subsumed Matt. As he slept, I
sat on his exercise ball and researched his condition. I felt happy for the first time
in months, wriggling as I read symptoms lists, case studies. The medical
terminology came alive. I’d never had words before for how he really felt. Now
they marched down pages and I heard them in the doctor’s frosted monotone:
extremity pruritus; paresthesia of mouth, hands, feet; myalgia and cold allodynia;
potential hallucinations. Soon, some manifested. He spat out ice water and
claimed it was scalding. His fingertips numbed, tingled. He moaned like a hurt dog,
as if the sound might alter the course of things, reinstate his contract with the
world. He called his parents and complained. Over speakerphone, I heard his
mother softly agree: “It’s just not fair, honey.”

The missionaries returned. As we parted—us from the house, and me from Matt—
they gave me a tiny bible. It contained only the New Testament and Psalms and
Proverbs, a book cleansed of the history in which God appointed kings with
glittering wealth and sweeping harems, and brought plagues to the Egyptians, and
sanctioned the Israelites to murder cities. “As for the women, the children, the
livestock and everything else in the city, you may take these as plunder for
yourselves.” No one needlepointed that. I asked the woman, Miriam, about the
child in the yard. “The child,” I said. “Who comes and takes fruit.” She looked at me
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as if I’d dreamed it, projected my guilt on the lawn.
I do not believe that was the case. Sometimes, before they’d returned, as Matt lay
upstairs sick, I stared at the yard, hoping. I chewed my fingernails until the cuticles
bled. Sometimes the child appeared. I did not rise to chase her. My heart was
soothed. I thought to offer food—or help, for surely a child stealing fruit by night
needed help—but that wasn’t our contract. Who was I to remake the world?
Instead, I tried to comprehend what she meant. I changed my language. It wasn’t
theft. It was harvest. The grapefruits were hers as much as mine. I imagined their
nutrients flushing through her body. She made her own way in the world. I could
not find such fortitude in my own life, but I treasured hers. I believed my silence
could save her. I watched her palm a fat fruit, tug it from the tree. The branches
shook, then went still. I hoped she would take more, the sunglasses, the flat
screens, the espresso machine, the height lines on the doorjamb, the structure
itself.

STEFAN MILNE is a writer and editor based in Seattle. His work has appeared in
Gargoyle Magazine, Flyway: Journal of Writing and Environment, and elsewhere.
He’s currently the arts editor at Seattle Met magazine.
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PLAYING CARDS
Dinah Cox
The vaccine card is not the library card is not the voter registration card is not the
greeting card. The Queen of Hearts has been oversold, by now both sentimental
and sadistic, the cruel mother who will transform you into a specimen at once too
small and too large to fit through the keyhole of the much-vaunted male
imagination. And the King? He is playing you. He is trumping you. Go ahead and
pretend he’s one of the good ones, but I’ve seen him asking his buddies to come
over to take turns with a cigar while cooking shriveled roots from the garden. All
for your dinner, he says, but he’s fattening you for slaughter. Is that a cliché?
Maybe it is, but it’s not your fault. Maybe it is your fault. Maybe he’s in a band.
Maybe he’s into downhill skiing. Maybe he’s interested in his own interests.
Whomever he voted for—in the primaries, of course—you voted for him, too.
It was an easy decision, you said, the right thing to do, just as allowing him “his own
space” made sense three months ago but now leads to your never-ending
loneliness, a boring malady you expect me to cure. The baseball card is not the
punch card is not the yellow card, each one forbidden to all but those in the know.
He wanted you to check out a book. He wanted to be the one who wrote it. He
wanted you to get vaccinated so that you could spend more time with your
friends. He wanted you to have your own friends, maybe a nice married teacher’s
aide or a first-year student in the veterinary college. He wanted either a greeting
card or extra credit for selecting the exact right greeting card. He wanted a gun.
He wanted a rope. Once, a long time ago, he said he wanted you.
Put the face cards in a pile—quickly, now, before he comes home. The
appointment card is not the index card is not the cardboard box, though all three
have proliferated in your pile of important things to do. If you’re an organized
career woman, a flamingo with a leather briefcase, he’ll perform very particular
household chores, the ones he might rebrand as artistic. He has begun to call it
The Home. If, like the gay man on the pharmaceutical commercial, you have
trouble managing the intricacies of the television’s remote control, he will put you
in A Home. If your dog chews his sneaker, he will re-home your pets, all of them,
even the quiet ones not prone to destruction. The vaccine card is not the health
certificate is not the pedigree is not the card you carry in your wallet, the smudged
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record of your fingerprints in case you turn up missing. He says he’s your
champion, your cheerleader, someone who swoons at the sound of your laughter.
He grows beefsteak tomatoes, puts them in a basket, and gives them to your boss.
The recipe card is not the discount card is not the Jack of Hearts. Standing in the
entryway to take your coat and hat, he’ll warn you of intruders and saboteurs. He
knows when to call a spade a spade.
Just how long will he be willing to play second fiddle to your first chair flute? He
says he doesn’t see it that way, but everyone else can see the writing on the wall.
The membership card is not the union card is not the credit card. When your
underlings see you walking hand in hand, they imagine his hand is larger. They
imagine your hand is softer. They imagine he’s saving up to buy you a ring. The
bank card is not the discount card is not the Father’s Day card featuring a cartoon
toolbox and joke about the dad-jokes his dad never tells. Did you hear the one
about the woman who had a baby? She was pushing a stroller, but still appeared
pregnant. Her body—prick it with a pin as if it were a hot air balloon—was
hilarious. The vaccine card is not the gender card is not the business card. Mr. and
Mrs. Meal Ticket, he said on the phone when you overhead him making
reservations. Mrs. Meal Ticket will be dining alone. It’s been such a long time since
he’s played pinochle, he says, and he longs to live again inside the smoky haze of
memory, a basement free from the sound of your laughter, a sound—remember—
he always says he adores. The cue card is not the room service card is not the
truth card. It never was.
The wool card is not the place card is not the gift card enclosed in an envelope.
These are the items present at my dinner party, an occasion I’m hosting in your
honor. Don’t worry, there will be plenty of cheese. When I was fourteen, I played
the nurse in Romeo and Juliet, also Aunt Em in The Wizard of Oz and Rizzo in
Grease. You see the kind of girl I was. He, too, could see it, better than you could,
and although I willingly became his card-carrying competitor, it was you who
received the valentine. When they passed out report cards, mine said,
Satisfactory. Yours said, Satisfactory. His said, Satisfactory Plus. Plus what-? Plus
his tutor gave him a set of flashcards, and he knows everything as a result. He’s a
Jack of all Trades. I’m the Jill of Clubs, otherwise known as the girl next door who
wants so desperately to move away she sets your house on fire. Where’s your
insurance card? You’re going to need it.
Pick a card, any card. The checkbook is not the storybook is not the matchbook. At
the homecoming dance, I am the one who polishes your twin thrones. If there are
refreshments to be served, I will serve them. And your friend, the second runnerPublished by eGrove, 2021
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up-? The judges awarded her boyfriend the title of Mr. Hate Crime 2021. That
makes her the queen of hate crimes, the princess of the punchbowl stirring soda in
a baby’s bottle, the only way, she says, to prevent tooth decay in minors. I heard
you all went sailing together. A sailboat is not a tugboat is not a ship of fools. Or
maybe it is. I think I owe you a thank-you-card. Dear King and Queen. You’re really
going places. Please accept my best wishes for a future free from gambling,
soothsaying, and commerce. Here’s my calling card. The winning card is not the
hidden card is not the trick card. It’s true I’m rooting for your ultimate misery. And
his. That’s the way, he always told me, you’re supposed to play the game.

DINAH COX’s first book of stories, Remarkable, appeared as winner of the Fourth
Annual BOA Short Fiction Prize from BOA Editions. A second collection appeared
in 2019 from PANK Books. Recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in The
Florida Review, Jabberwock Review, and Arts & Letters.
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THE SIREN
Barbara Lock
Rapid Eye Movement
As a girl, Celia dreams of beautiful juvenile creatures eating her body; wide-eyed
koalas and possums gnaw on her pale forearms and long fingers, silent baby birds
tangle in her fine black hair. She floats in a glass pool ringed by patches of blue flag
iris and weeping willow. Precious striped ducklings nab pieces of her flank,
crayfish hang from her toes, leaches drain her away. A dragnet catches her with
other aquatic animals, squid and rockfish and striped bass all hauled out of a dark
ocean near a nameless pier of elephantine boulders. Fishermen discard some
bodies, select others for the salty conveyor belt. In the dream, Celia feels no
shame.
A strange legless man hops on two curved blades. The blades are modern metal
springs which emerge from the stumps of severed thighs. The man catches Celia,
binds her hands and feet, positions her for display among the other finds. This one
sure is something, says the man. Not any old ordinary body. This one is high in
beautiful hunger, multi-colored nostalgia, mutual intrigue. How much?
In the dream, there is a special customer, a regal, dark-eyed aquatic. Does he, too,
have no legs? Celia can’t tell, for a table hides the lower half of his body. The
customer’s flat black hair falls in a braid down his back. His skin glitters as if scaled.
The customer makes an offer to Spring-For-Legs for Celia’s body, but he refuses
thrice, until the price of her body rises beyond any reasonable cost for a human
being. There is lightning to the north, but no one can hear its sound, only its
thought. Money changes hands. The customer collects Celia, and when he folds
her into a large white cooler, she can see that his lower half resembles that of an
elongated fish, or a water snake. He’s a Triton. To Celia, the Triton exudes good
will. He wants her, paid good money for her. He’ll take care of her. He flicks his
coiled tail, shuts her in.
The dream recurs in Celia’s nighttime mind for years, decades. The scene, a movie
which replays in her head each night, comforts her with its exact replication,
reliability. The same existents, camera angles, pacing, dialog, choreography, all of
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it, until one moonless night, the film melts inside the projector, the story
compresses, dialog curtails. Celia’s price drops. The Triton cuts her bindings, sets
her before him in his serpentine loop. Barnacles cling to his back and shoulders;
smaller encrustations on his jaw quiver as he opens his mouth to sing.
Celia wakes in tears. She stumbles to the bathroom, but her fingers can’t make the
faucet work.

Retreat
The way her husband Brandon drives: fingers gripped around the leather-clad
steering wheel, flicking the car this way and that along the narrow, curved road by
the lake. The steep cliffs above shield them from the sun. The turns in the road
offer a certain swerving cadence; colossal rock to the left, unbearably silver water
to the right, each competing for awe. There are women out there in the lake, they
must be women, and they are wading to their thighs, gently, gently, hems wet with
pure chill. It must be wonderful to do anything that comes into your head.
Anything that they think, they can do. But thinking, in isolation and without
movement, is it enough? Can it be a life? Celia turns to look at her husband, at his
fingers, wonders if he will ever think to touch her again.
“That’s just another example of how I pay attention and you don’t,” Brandon tells
her casually. “I’ve been collecting baseball cards for years. Did you forget, or did
you not notice in the first place?” His white linen shirt is speckled with whiter
paint, his intentionally muscled arms, coarse black hairs among freckles, the pivot
of his elbow revealing a thick blue vein. Each of his fingers seems its own powerful
animal capable of anything, anything at all. Celia remembers when they first met
how afraid she was of touching his bare skin, touching any part of that capable
body, imagining instant electrical discharge, neuromuscular collapse, her heart
drowning in its own blood. It was silliness, of course. Acres of deep water
surrounded by dry mountains—how had she overcome it? How did they first
touch? These questions ping around her body, knock things loose, poke holes. And
why is he looking at her like that now? What did he ask her? Something about
baseball.
“I just thought you played in college,” Celia ventures. She fumbles at her purse for
sunglasses, can’t unzip the top.
“Obviously,” says Brandon. “But everyone knows who he is anyway.”
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“Obviously,” Celia says quietly, the word thick in her mouth.

Roadside Stand
In the distance, towards California, Brandon can see a white motorboat curving
away. Closer in, a father and his three-year-old are kneeling on a paddleboard. The
girl in a red life preserver. Her father has none. The father’s arms are long enough
to envelope the girl, paddling with her holding on to his wrists. The girl pushes,
pulls, turns, pushes, pulls, turns. The pair are a dream Brandon once had, a filmy
idea of what a father should be: loving, protective, productive of healthy offspring.
Brandon looks over at Celia, in a white sun dress, leaning against the hot blue
hood of the coup. She is a dream too, of what a mother should be. His body grows
cold—the finding and sorting, the matching and unmatching. He will have to start
over, he thinks.
“How many should I buy?” he calls to her.
“I’m not eating those,” says Celia flatly. “They’re bottom-feeders.” Brandon shakes
his head, hands money to the fisherman for a mesh bag of a dozen palm-sized live
crayfish. The fisherman catches Celia’s eye, stares, delves into her mind as if
entering a pool, holds her there, paralyzed. Celia sees herself underwater,
swarmed by many somethings crawling on the sandy bottom. The fisherman
releases her with a wink, swings his head to pick up the crayfish. Celia sees his flat
black hair braided down his back.
“It’s time,” the fisherman calls to Celia.
“Time for what?” asks Brandon.
“She knows,” says the fisherman.

Nevada
Ornately pinnacled cliffs, cold clear water. Brandon submerges the crayfish for
later, vanishes towards the concession. Celia, on the beach, pinches her toes as
hard as she can, feels the lack of feeling in them. She finds two small pebbles and
uses them to wrench at the flesh on her heel. Nothing. Celia takes a crayfish from
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the bag in the water, puts it in the lake next to her foot.
“Eat it,” she says to the crayfish. The animal scurries out to the deep.

Tell Me the Name of Pain
Families from Reno rub suntan lotion onto tattoos; outdoor-types ready personal
watercraft. Children purchase ice cream from a low-roofed concession with
money nagged from a mother’s boyfriend. A mother sits on the lap of the
boyfriend, facing him, her legs wrapped around his waist. If her eyes were open,
she would see the cliffs, not her two little girls in polka dot bikinis in the water. The
mother’s eyes are closed.
A spit of land rises before it falls again, supports shrubby pines where flowered
towels drape to dry. California beckons with haze. Teenage boys jump into the
water from a height and try to touch the lakebed with their toes. Celia watches,
sighs.
“Don’t worry about them. You never liked to swim anyway,” says Brandon,
drinking a beer. He works his fingers through the rough sand, tracing a perimeter
around his body. “Do you remember that river in North Carolina after that freak
blizzard?” he asks, “the French Broad? Where that canoe sank out from under you
during the flash flood, and you bumped along the rapids until you swam to shore,
nearly missing the dam?”
“I didn’t know you then,” says Celia, poking at her feet with a dry twig of pine.
“Why would you tell me my own story?”
“You lost your camp stove,” says Brandon, “and one of the canoes was busted.”
“That’s true,” says Celia, nauseated. Her poking progresses to the side of her
ankle. A wasp lands on her leg and she watches for a moment, noticing its sensory
inconspicuousness. The wasp marches up, nearly to the knee, and makes as if to
sting her before Celia flicks it away. She tries to stand, but loses her balance and
falls back into the sand. Brandon feints as if to hold on to her elbow, but fails to
even touch her.
“Why’d you let it do that?” asks Brandon.
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“I don’t know what to call it,” says Celia. There is a word on the horizon, an idea
that seems to matter to her, but she can’t bring it to mind. Somehow, in the daily
fluctuations of speaking and reading and writing language, she has lost an entire
word, a commonplace unit of thought. She feels so forlorn about this lost word,
like a death foretold, that she starts to weep.
Brandon checks on his crayfish, but they are gone.

Derelict
Two broodlings in polka-dot bikinis cavort in the liquid green; the small one wears
red-dots-on-white, the older white-on-red. They clamber onto a sloping boulder
about ten feet out into the water, stand at attention. The sibling girls shiver at the
crown of the rock. Sun glints off of their light-yellow hair and down along their
strong and rounded thighs. Celia finds their splendor unendurable. She hears a
high-pitched alarm, like a sharp doorbell, but sees nothing on the beach but bored
glib beings about to pour and spill drinks. Boys pack sand into buckets for castles.
The polka-dotted girls jump off of the nearest boulder and swim to the next one
out.
No, you cannot know the meaning of love by watching other people’s children,
that’s just not true.

Profess My Affection
Brandon is loose. He takes a running jump off of the rise and submerges beneath
the mirror surface of the lake. His dark shadow reappears a moment later,
swimming towards her, flickering under branches and silver ripples. His head
emerges first, a beautiful round forehead, longish black hair just starting to
recede, smile lines at the eyes, those arms again, waist strong, legs dripping. Celia
hands him a towel and watches as he raises the hairs on his legs with his own
rubbing, watches him wrap himself in white, perching next to her, weight centered
on his toes as if he might need to run.
“I almost bought Lou Gherig’s card at a pawn shop up Las Vegas three years ago,”
says Brandon. “It was a 1933 Goudey, very clean, PSA 8. He was leaning into a lefthanded baseball swing, you know.” Brandon stands to imitate the pose. He swings
through an imaginary pitch and watches the invisible baseball sail over the lake
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and into the afternoon sun: a home run. Brandon stares out for several moments
before turning back to Celia. “I think he only lived a couple of years after the
diagnosis. His body failed, and soon he couldn’t even breathe,” says Brandon.
“Um,” says Celia.
“What are we going to do, Celia? Things are different these days, bodies can be
kept alive muchlonger. How do you want to go about it?”
“I can’t remember,” says Celia. “I don’t think it ever came up before.” Brandon
shakes his head, shifts from side to side. Stray drips of water slink down his legs.
“So. You know how people at cocktail parties enjoy flirting with friends and
neighbors but then go home to have sex with their spouse?” he asks.
“I guess so.”
“We could be like that.”
“Okay.”
“Except that instead of just you I might have lovers also,” Brandon ventures.”
Probably only one at a time, though.” He watches Celia’s face closely.
“I’m not sure what you expect me to say at this point,” says Celia with great
control. The mother of the polka-dotted girls has gotten off of her boyfriend and
searches the water. Celia wonders: why bother?
“I just think it might be a way to solve the problem of your failing body, you know?”
Brandon says.
“Correction,” Celia says. “That solves the problem of whose body you are going to
use when mine fails. There’s a difference.” Celia digs her legs into the sand. The
sand feels hot on the surface, cool underneath. Tiny waves of pain lap at her soul.
Only tiny. She is surprised the waves aren’t larger, the water deeper. The lakebed
slopes steeply towards a desolate cold hell. In front of her, the mother of the
polka-dot girls shouts minute names: Becky, Liz! You’ve gone too far! Come back!
“Honey,” says Brandon. “What are we pretending for?” Celia grabs more sand,
folds it over her legs. Becky! Liz!
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“Okay,” she says softly. Celia stares at the expanse of blue, blown birds, sailboats
flitting among waves of miracles and demonstrated light. There is something out
there that she can almost see, a faint ellipse in the way the water glistens greenyellow with patchy sun. It is a circle, a fairy ring in the diamond-patterned current.
“Maybe,” Celia continues. “I need to understand better. It doesn’t feel right, yet.”
“What doesn’t?” Brandon says, but he has stopped paying attention. He is
watching the young mother: Liz! Becky! Come back here right now! Celia keeps
folding sand onto her legs. What doesn’t feel right? What is feeling? Her body will
arrest, all experience of feeling and motion will settle in memory of who she used
to be, the perimeter guarded by attack dogs, cringing parents wishing to fare
better next time. How weighty is the cost and risk of keeping her alive to think
when she can no longer move? Is her mind, alone, worth it? Once there was an
Eden green with knowledge, bursting forth from sun-swept branches, thunder
simply the sound of rapid energy transfer, rain simply the way people
remembered how to cry, which is love, an atmospheric river hungry to create,
bursting with free will. What doesn’t feel right? What is right? Is it detectable,
swaying and sinking on the surface of our minds? Two enemy truths, the truth
thought and the truth felt, grappling with each other in a crow’s nest. Which is
right? Does one truth announce I am right? Does the other wave a white flag? The
little girls on the far boulder wave to their mother, who motions for them to return
to the beach. Brandon is relieved that he doesn’t have to intervene in some
unspecified way, decides he needs another drink. Celia, dearest, what doesn’t feel
right, he doesn’t say.
“An open marriage.” She can barely get the words out. “I’ll think about it.” Did he
hear her? She isn’t sure, for Brandon hasn’t reacted, walks away again.
“I’m going to get us margaritas,” he says. “Is there anything else you want?”
“Yes,” Celia says loudly, “I want to go out there. Put me on one of those.”

Lyric
The whole of a woman is a work of art. She is, for each of us, all that we see in her.

Retrospective
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Afterwards, newspaper articles will cite the lifetime odds of drowning as
approximately one in twelve hundred. That this number includes people who
never set foot in a body of water, people without degenerative neuromuscular
disease and too many margaritas in their system, people with a desire to live, will
be lost on most readers.

Lost or Leaving
Celia surveys the shore from the rented paddleboard, sees families playing at
being more or less happy. The legs with which she kneels feel like cheap
imitations. She moves beyond the spit, beyond the last granite monolith at the
south entrance to the cove, until she is free from the sight of people. She can still
hear them, voices shrill and dull. She can hear Brandon calling to her to come back,
but for what? Her hands feel numb, incoherent, clumsy, as if her fingers had been
dipped in glue and partially dried in position. Each time she rotates the paddle to
the other side of the board, she unclenches and rubs the fingers that rest on the
top of the handle, just to make sure they belong.
Celia hears the tinkling voices of the polka-dotted girls before she sees them,
heads peeking over the top of the last boulder now, bodies wet and vigorous, eyes
wide. The small one stands regarding Celia for a few moments, before pointing
and shouting.
“Look it’s a Siren!”
“No, Becky, that’s not one,” says the older girl. “She’s not drowned.”
“But her song,” says Becky. “I like the way it sounds.” Liz squints, listens. “Do you
hear it?” Becky asks.
Celia turns on the board, turns to watch the girls, and as she does so, the blade of
her paddle strikes the deck’s edge, strikes it unnaturally, as if the paddle has been
pulled or yanked first. The paddle should float. Instead, it drops from her grip into
the depths. Celia peers over the edge of the board at the sinking blade, then
flattens herself on her belly to watch until it is out of sight. Her hands dangle in the
water; a coolness travels up her limbs. Suddenly she feels a sick, pericardial
longing for something she can no longer have. Why not go into the cold lake?
Gently, gently, down below the filtered mountain light, green, then teal. Bubbles
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rise, fish find things of interest about her body, dart in to taste her, swim away into
the broken fragments of gold. A figure, a woman with long and flowing black hair.
Do not count on her! She is not to be trusted! She wears a white ruffled dress,
ragged conquest, prey to the latest fashion. The harvests of every sea, every
sailor, every lover, every mother, floating in the cold depths in a ring, tiny flashes
peak and trough, peak and trough, oscillation is the future of all thought. Do not
count on her! She is not to be trusted! Pale, dark-haired sirens guard the gates of
danger. They’re not corpses, not even human, more like iridescent fish in a sea of
eyes finding a sky in every transmission. Skulls molt in the cemetery of the living
wave. Surrender. I’ve known a lot, a lot, thinks Celia. The usual subterfuges, origin
and destination, the flesh of her own soul. Gently now, is this all I get? This sincere
searching within, this fearless gaze—never turn your eyes from nature,
unwelcome though the sight may be. Pretty stranded seaweeds wend through
perfect limbs. It will be necessary to find the floor. Ten thousand crayfish march
like cows, a striking achievement of fecundity. Account must be taken of dinner
tables and our desires.
In the center, marshalling all thought, is her magnificent iridescent Triton.

Blood Sisters
Becky and Liz make a pact: they will swim to the drifting paddleboard. From there
they will be able to see what the sirens are doing to the lady.

Knowledge
“You are mine by rights,” says the Triton to Celia. It is not a sound, but the
suggestion of it, a tuneful thrum deep inside. His giant image undulates in the
green depths. Fish hide among living corals on the Triton’s calcified scales. His tail
swipes the sandy bottom. “And yet,” he frowns, “you are free to leave.” But why
ever would she leave? Here, there are no restrictions, no transitions. Not merely a
thinking machine, nor a poet reciting meticulous lines fabricated from remnants of
compromise, but a whole woman. Whole. Here, she is in agreement with herself.
Agreement. That is the very word she has been trying to remember. Agreement:
absence of incompatibility; harmony. She is alive in her heart again, her ancient
heirloom. What are we waiting for? There is nothing underneath the stars worth
staring at except the sea.
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Her body senses the waves. Her mind resonates with an unsung song. If there are
discrete thoughts, they wash over her without intention. She is nothing,
everything. The circle of sirens joins her hands. If she finds the surface: her speech
will boil away, her arms and legs will disobey. A machine will fill her lungs with air,
and her spirit will abandon her. She chooses her spirit.
A pulse of movement above.

Retrospective
A yellowing papyrus encases a single paddle in a narrow coffin-like frame on the
wall. A police siren, affixed with a green wig, blinks at the top of a pillar of stone.
Titanium and wood representations of the swimming girls are suspended from the
ceiling; dots of red run down their legs and into bodiless claws of some kind of
glimmering sea witch. Light-reflective glass powder and translucent layers build
depth in the sculptures and paintings; the canvas which dominates the brick wall
across from the bar features tens of thousands of brush strokes illustrating a
roiling sea in pink and red. The painting, which gleams with energy, is entitled
“myofibrillary agency,” a title which artist Brandon Whitfield declines to explain.
When asked if any of the art was inspired by his first wife, Whitfield says: “I prefer
to let my art honor the living rather than the dead.”

BARBARA LOCK, an emergency physician, pursues a writing MFA at Sarah
Lawrence College. Her fiction appears in New Delta Review (11.1), Fiction
International (Algorithm), Best Short Stories from the Saturday Evening Post
Great American Fiction Contest 2020, and elsewhere.
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DISORDER
Erica Reid

Matthew Olzmann selected “Disorder” for the 2021 Yellowwood Poetry Prize. He
writes, “With its winged bellhops, Magma Boots, and meteors that strike the Earth
like a chocolate orange, “Disorder” lays a keen and whimsical imagination over a
steady current of anxiety and despair. This is a poem that’s not interested in
merely telling its reader about an experience; instead, it seeks to create an
experience. The poem is an event: tonally complicated, figuratively ambitious,
equally fueled by both wonder and dread.”

A recent season of dreams has made it clear
that I prefer a hellscape where I understand the rules
to a paradise where I do not.
How can it be a paradise
if even here I cannot make my mother smile? No —
I am forced to ring the winged bellhop and say: sorry
to trouble you but this must be a web of someone else’s
desires. I hold a single hope. It takes very little to see
that this heaven is not for me.
In a better dream, a meteor
whacks the earth like a chocolate orange.
While my eighth grade classmates quake and scramble
I stand at the head of the school bus, shouting
through the bullhorn I seem to carry in dreams:

This is what finally frightens you? No —
chaos and I go way back. I will chart our path, teach you
what I have lived. Now lace up the Magma Boots
I asked you to bring, line up according to height. Follow me
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into hostile terrain. If the trauma feels overwhelming,
step one is to give it a name.

ERICA REID (she/her) is a Colorado poet with an Ohio heart. She is an MFA
candidate at Western Colorado University.
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CHERRY BOY
John B. Oldenborg

I
In his house the calendars were always set to March
In his house you always hit CANCEL
at least one second before the microwave dings
And you must deliver father’s instant microwave coffee posthaste
And the newspaper from the driveway And throw
the cat into the pool —discipline her— And
Home Alone 2 always plays on the television And Home Alone 2
always plays on the television
II
Back then—
At the yacht club innocent
water bellowing ~>awooga
awooooga<~ before high jumps
off high dives Have you ever
played kickball in the summer ? Had a summer
where pool noodles are hydro cannons ?
Used a hill to practice log-like skills ? Had a summer
camp counselor bless a batch of russet potato
salad before consumption ? I want
to be a hedonist of summer I want Aphrodite
to also long
In that translucent clamshell
I feel more leftover than ever Were you ever
a kickball spirit
spirited to the sun ?
III
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IIII
And Oh Pensacola Oh
Pensacola
is sinking
IIIII
Szn of childhood and time larceny
Prank call 1800 flowers
Request an army of snails
Request hyacinths
for the Hussars –Now Emperor
Nero plays the fiddle having planted 1 and 800
suspiciously hot chrysanthemums
IIIIII
And Oh holy
waste of midsummer
Yeah! we say Tomorrow
we’ll go whole fuckin’ hog
On the last day of summer In the future One day
IIIIIIII
Today the best things about summer are tiny capybaras on the internet
Rats sleeping with miniature teddy bears
IIIIIIIII
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Now Cherry Boy hides from home
flirts “The convenience
store on Fifth and Capital,”
he tells her
“sells gasoline 10 cents
cheaper than normal.”
You wouldn’t believe
how many crickets were singing

JOHN B. OLDENBORG currently attends the University of Nevada Las Vegas
where he is earning an MFA in poetry. He is the editor of Young Doogan
Magazine. His favorite pizza toppings are pepperoni and black olives. He is scared
of the screaming guy from the band Death Grips.
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2 POEMS
Tiffany Hsieh

Head Scratch

I have a big head, bigger than most hats. I know the difference between a
whitehead and a blackhead. Back home we eat Lion’s Head, meatballs so big they
are ferocious. I keep my head tilted back while a head slides between my legs. I pet
the head, it’s misty like a shower head. A whiff of Head & Shoulders. Nowadays the
head reads like the subhead and the head chef goes home with the head of state. I
give a man head while bowing my head because that’s what heads like mine do.
Heads that were taxed. Heads with black hair. Heads too stubborn to kowtow
except in extended child’s pose. Heads-up, I’m coming. If you scratch my head, I’ll
scratch yours.

Scarred

This here on my chin is from when I accidentally branded myself with incense
trying to steal candy during bai-bai. Ah-ma had said her prayers to Ah-gong and
the gods, and I reached for the candy without seeing the burning stick staked
there while the dead ate. Down here, on my right foot, that’s from a scooter’s
exhaust pipe. It was a family outing to the rice paddies and I was wearing slippers.
Up here, on the left, I was hit by a swing and the doctor gave me nine stitches and a
big white bandage around the head. For a while they thought I was going to be less
bright. And here, my two front teeth, they are fake. I was playing Shark Attack on a
marble slide with my brother. He was the shark. His wife didn’t come home with
him last Christmas and I asked about it at dinner. It’s none of your business, he
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snapped. No hesitation, no eye contact.

TIFFANY HSIEH was born in Taiwan and moved to Canada at the age of fourteen.
Her fiction and poetry have appeared or are forthcoming in Juked, The Malahat
Review, Passages North, Poet Lore, Room, Salamander, The Shanghai Literary
Review, Sonora Review, and others. Her work has been nominated for Best
Microfiction and Best Small Fictions. She lives in southern Ontario.
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3 POEMS
Timothy Otte
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TIMOTHY OTTE is the author of the chapbook Rebound, Restart, Renew, Rebuild,
Rejoice (Lithic Press, 2019). He is a mentor with the Minnesota Prison Writing
Workshop, and writes a monthly newsletter called Stanza Break about poetry in
translation and books outside of a publicity cycle. Otte currently works as a
bookseller and bartender and lives in Minneapolis, but keeps a home on the
internet: www.timothyotte.com. Say his last name like body.
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METAPHYSICAL TRUST ISSUES
Cassidy McFadzean

No one can explain how sand dunes
communicate Why planes stay in the air
Most theories can’t account for low-pressure zones
Even Newton’s third law falls short
Between drag and thrust, weight and lift
You’re much more superstitious than religious
Turning tree bark into polyurethane
Material engineering a kind of alchemy
Ever having fun in front of strangers
I’m camera shy A particle unwatched
in the double-slit experiment
It’s not physics, but atomic loneliness:
The fear that when I lean against a wall
the wall won’t lean back on me

CASSIDY MCFADZEAN lives in Toronto. She is the author of Drolleries
(McClelland & Stewart 2019) and Hacker Packer (M&S 2015). Her poems have
appeared in BOAAT , The Boiler , Diode , American Poetry Journal , and elsewhere.
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2 POEMS
Sara Lupita Olivares

Points of Orientation

across the field, stray dogs move out of sight. what darkness illuminates becomes
plain by morning.

when a ring appears on St. Catherine’s finger, she scalds herself over and over
again until
another appears.

with each form, a purpose can be supposed. when looking at the mountain, there is
no visible measure of what exists outside of view. each debt accrues until the body
finds equilibrium.

gestured toward the door, there is doubt if the door even exists. suppose I mean it
while I am saying it though, asks Wittgenstein—consequentially the assurance
that one does know it can accomplish anything.

The Struggle Has Always Been Inner And Is Played Out In The Outer Terrains
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disjoined I know the fowl teeters, and when left on its own it is easy prey.

innate, thought withdraws into each image narrowly held together.

the desert’s scant instinct peers over and shadows behind.

no letter comes no reproof comes. if you could hear, what would silence hook
clean onto.

a dream reoccurs. foliage held at sea level and what is rooted remains so.

each saint rises visionless and waits. creaturely, the mountain invading absence.

nothing perceptible permitted itself change, and yet burdenless I had awoken
many times.

SARA LUPITA OLIVARES is the author of Migratory Sound (The University of
Arkansas Press), which was selected as winner of the 2020 CantoMundo Poetry
Prize, and the chapbook Field Things (dancing girl press). Her poems have
appeared or are forthcoming in The New York Times, Gulf Coast Magazine,
Denver Quarterly, Salt Hill Journal, Quarterly West, and elsewhere. She currently
lives in New Mexico where she is an assistant professor of English at New Mexico
Highlands University.
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THREE-IN-ONE SONIC BEAUTY
DEVICE
Alyssa Perry

I’m made unbidden    a present of not
“supersonic”    as I texted Cox    though if I apply
to my cheek    its soft bristle brush
its bristles in circles around    circles    if I circle
the face    if I endeavor to massage    transparent its meadow
decorous its purely    decorative meadow
extract yellow-gold budded bouquets of oil
and instructions    also music play through
the scouring brush    head what
should I call these concentric buffs    that buffer
into play “Party for One”    but super
-fluous    the body forgotten again    this device
called “clari-    sonic”    echolocative promise    a clearance
this living face    won’t get    eventuality yet    like    the cloud
catching    no light in its passage    to dirt    the cloud
wherein repeat selfies hover    undealt-with
above    catching no dust    immaterial at $2.99
a month    a small fund seeding    the communitysupported server farm    atop thigh bones
The screen crisscrosses out a spire of rainbow
cast through the window    the outlines
notice the waters rise    the rain gone
the reflective surface    need not pause—    a nimbus
of images singing    O of me    have I tried
to withhold judgement    re: beauty    a truer
form of discernment    divests from the reckless
holdings on of a past    where I was severally
clocked in the room glassed    at the bronze
bas-relief of three goddesses    before Paris    laughing
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when I could not distinguish between the three
laughing
one of a trio of jokes
the first goes Renoir didn’t either another whether
or not trained on ground you can distinguish
between clouds all the same those gods
are asking that you select from among
power conquest love you decide
on love you want to call it
love
turns out it’s the opening of another front
For your options try to tell them apart
try to tell which one you are
or take cover
in presentiment
clear the future of heaven is immaterial
as ever caught up in the question of vantage &
whether you are whether you aren’t
the future of heaven though without ground
would like to get out of the clouds to fulfill
some form to abandon try to find in this
a trinity let clarisonic’s virtue the cloud
stand in for a clear sound say beauty clouds
the devices the cloud-devised
beauty or Beauty devising the cloud in me
a cover a three-to-one I flow through
the connection between the face circling
the clearing total occluding
the dissipate nimbus the sound of
which surfacing

ALYSSA PERRY’s recent writing appears in Annulet: A Journal of Poetics, The
Canary , Denver Quarterly , and Poetry Northwest . She is the assistant editor at
Rescue Press and teaches creative writing in Cleveland, Ohio.
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2 POEMS
Theodore Worozbyt

Analysis Were Kindness

As though some profound force of repression were finally and collectively failing. As if I had
forgotten I was ignoring the mango filament lodged between molar and incisor as I watched the
movie starring monastic silence and slept, dreaming the long dead dash of the wharf rat along
the kitchen floor, its slow rustle. As if your signature were a dictionary soaked in clover honey
and the way your feet were painted meant every field of golden rye weren’t a season only. I
stamp dancing in a vat of bees and stain my feet with pollen. If only analysis were kindness, then
brilliant would mean never alone. Look at the stars, the Leonid shower, dry and cold here, but
there, no, not by the Sound. We learn to behave as if revenants were not at a distance shouting.
As though things were not more ordinary, each clock wasted if not broken in its watery glass.
One grows tolerant of craving quiet. As if the trills of little envelope symbols in cell windows
were not silencers, the vowels round as pills before their coming to the throat, first the note and
then the not and no, the vowel rounds. And then the soily withdrawals. As though a potato didn’t
fill my belly nor the fat make a pain in my side. Listen to the holiday whistling from the pulpit,
what May means to apple pulp.

Slabs

The music is not as I recall it, none of it. The equipment I replaced was the same, except for the
letters of the name embossed into the cabinet of the sub bass system on the slabs. And yet. The
umbrella from the opera was lost in the rain, the rain across which Isabelle Faust once again
draws the partita of her bow, as though no one had noticed the words lying there in rows like
strangers in hospital beds, their curtains drawn but the silver light from their phones visible
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through the curtains. None look at their curtains. A study conducted by no one concludes that
the world isn’t the same. And who knows, everything may turn out that way. Seeking in it is like
the music I can’t quite listen to because it sounds less and less like the way I remember it. Even
now. I mean right now. Like there’s nothing between us here.

THEODORE WOROZBYT is the recipient of grants from the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Alabama and Georgia Arts Councils. His books are The
Dauber Wings, Letters of Transit, and Smaller Than Death. He teaches at Georgia
State University.
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3 POEMS
Ryo Yamaguchi

I Am Falling from the Red Balloon

I am falling from the red balloon.
I am falling in my hair and jacket from
the red balloon. It is a big desert.
There are no more people.
I tell myself I am falling because
I am. The red balloon is big.
It is a big balloon though little
by little it gets smaller. It is
an empty place inside my body,
an empty place through which I am
also falling. I once knew
others, those who are no
longer here, and we would turn
to us each and discuss
the things we could see. I am falling
through that, the things we
could see and discuss, and I am
falling, also, through the empty place
inside my body as I fall
through that, as I fall through the sky
from the red balloon. The world
is a circle, until it is a point. I
think that is part of what I know.
What I know is a circle, until it is a point.
It is a beautiful name that is mine.
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I Skipped Over the Day in My Blue Shoes

I skipped over the day in my blue shoes,
in a blue skip skipped all the dumb blue
day. I hear I should not trust myself.
The hot taste is good, and the big round
sleep. Sleeping like this in my blue shoes.
My quantity of thoughts are drawn.
I could be completely underwater.
Should probably try to swim out of
the blue. But I think that’s for another day.
I always knew I couldn’t sing. Never
got up early enough, nor stayed enough
awake. Just thinking it bluely, that’s
a life, maybe only half a one is all
you need. Every other day you can tie
shut. With your shoelaces. Your long
blue laces. I think that’s always been with us
and will always remain. It’s an old song,
though I told you I can’t sing.
Woke up this morning, feeling around
for my shoes.

When I Speech the Talk Comes Back

When I speech the talk comes back and I am
again on the yellow farm waiting
for the road. Speech time has tall seeings thought up
prettily with this fence legging down the road
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol33/iss1/1
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to an itty-bitty creek. Yellow grasses in soft wind softness.
Tapping the microphone the bottom of my body
drops away, and I am afraid to speech. Hello, I
make up. Yellow lights dot the perimeter
of the audience. Someone’s in the long of appearing
on the road, and I wait, about to speech the outside
to the outside of it. It may be like a fever,
this speech, a yellow hypnosis, but that
I don’t see tall above the speech of it. All I hear is a
counting down, the yellow lights and the yellow
fence posts of the road. Pinching the skin
between my thumb and forefinger, thinking
and what if they do not appear? What if I speech funny
instead, and that funny speech all they hear? Yellow
are my profits, and the sunshine won’t ever end.
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